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Dear
You will reoall writing to me on 23r4 Jimary, 1970, giving authority
to maintain for the root of the year eertaim arreagamate for ome at the
AIMS of Special Ahmnah. You than asked that we review the matter before
the sad of the year.
There is no doubt at all that the Squid ham proved it. worth this year
,,nd the laformation it fOdothrough Special aroma to the uniform polio.
dealing with meetings and demonstrations ie of very good quality and of
Agh value to this in their tactical planniag.
There are many signs that activity in the field of interest to the
Sluad is on the increase. To memo bat an., om the issue of ammo sales to
C,Aith Africa there is an almost inevitable emetainty that we will owe again
V: faced with seas demonstration an the 'Stop the Seventy Tow" pattern
s cald the government go ahead with its peddisioed plane. we are at present
very well placed by virtue of the Squad's work to Obtain good knowledge of
t M lane of the militants Unload.
There is an extremely frank and intimate der-to-day working liaison
between the Squad and the Socarity Service sad meeting' are periodical's'
with this to dieemes mutual problems, identify areas Whore cover can
h
be improved and modify whore necessary the plans of both orgenisaticoe.
know the Security Service value greatly the work the Squad is doing.
Impenditure for the current year is likely to be about 0,000, i.e.
soul 000 lees than the estimated A3,900 for which we have your authority.
re.2 security reaecon there is a need to acquire new promisee and it is
lualy that the expluditare next year sill be same £750 higher than this.
A 6ue of £4,000 should safely cover all contingencies.
. The Receiver ha..been comeulted and raises no financial objection.
Ao feet, he has even been constrained to minute the Lilo, This is good
value!"

!
,
Waddell, Seq., 0.S.,
!lot') Office,
44-..-Amait sow.

the Commissioner takes a ales* interest in the activities fie the
Squad and le met find;'optimist of the vales vs derive fres it. I,'
asked ne to write to you to press for its oentimesnee.
I therefere oak for peer formal approval to maintain the Soled w
present fern and for authority to drew up to £4,000 for next year's
Tours sincerely,
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